
An exclusive range of 
European Oak Multilayer Wide Plank 

The choice of leading installers

Get the floor of your dreams



Bordeaux Oak Floors

Simply, nothing compares with the lasting impression conveyed by natural wide plank oak 

flooring. It conveys dignity, quality and quiet style statement. Now that’s Bordeaux.

Bordeaux Multilayer Oak flooring is a range of widths, finishes and a variety of gradings to suit 

every setting, be it lounge, boardroom, conservatory, ballroom or smaller room applications. 

At one end of the spectrum, matchless prime boards achieve the desired result for the 

meticulous perfectionist and at the other end the handscraped variation portrays the rustic 

look of the last 200 years.

Technically, Bordeaux is manufactured consistently to precise tolerances to ensure that your 

floor can be laid to a perfect result and is totally suitable for the various types of underfloor 

heating now available.

Bordeaux is chosen over & over by flooring contractors who are in the know, so that they 

achieve customer satisfaction again and again.

The range is available in a number of factory finished options on the one hand and a wide 

range of variations for finishing on site with oil, lacquer, natural or coloured hard wax oils - the 

choice is yours. 

Substantial stocks are held in the UK and special orders are delivered from mainland Europe 

in about four weeks.

Make Bordeaux your choice. You won’t regret it. Get the look you’ve always wanted and 

the floor you deserve!
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Bordeaux Prefinished Range

Morning Mist

Harvest Haze

Winter Frost

Autumn Sunset

Forest Glade

All finished with two coats of hard wax oil
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Bordeaux “Finish on Site”

Bordeaux is 100% European grown oak and manufactured in Europe to a very high 

specification. A 6mm top layer lamella is bonded to 100% birch ply and surface machined 

on both faces to ensure a consistent 20.5mm thickness. The tongue and groove machined 

into the side and header joints are such that the laid header joints are perfect and very little 

sanding is required.

The range is available in any combination of the following factors:

Widths 140mm
160mm
180mm
200mm

220mm
240mm
260mm
280mm

300mm
320mm

Rustic Grading

Character grade with sound knots to approximately 60mm. 
Colour variation and small filled knots.

Select Grading

70% Prime boards* and the balance have 1-2 knots up to 
15mm per board. Available up to 240mm width.

*Equivalent to other supplier’s Prime.

Prime Grading

Completely clear veneer grade boards.
Available up to 200mm width.

Edge Detail Bevel edge or square edge is available. The machining of the 
square edge leaves a seamless join.

Surface Detail Prefilled and sanded ready for finishing is standard. Heavy 
brushed, light and dark smoked, aged, soft brushed and 
bandsaw finish and any combination of these are available.
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Bordeaux “Finish on Site”

Bordeaux “Finish on Site” range 

presents a multiple range of 

excellent quality.
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Bordeaux “Finish on Site”

Sanded with bevel

Handscraped

Sanded with square edge

Smoked
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Surface Treatments

Wire brushed

Aged

Soft brushed

Bandsaw finish
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mail@strongholdwoodfloors.co.uk
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strongholdnatural wood floors


